
General notes
Each part is designated by a letter (or letters) and a num-
ber. Parts with the same letter(s) together form a section.
For example, the parts with the letter �S� form the saucer
section. Here�s a list of the designations and their respec-
tive sections:
S: Saucer section
C: Can section (aka engineering hull)
NL: Nacelle Left
NR: Nacelle Right

Building instructions:
Saucer section:
Cut out S1 and S2 and and fold and glue S2 into shape.
Then glue S2 on the bottomside of S1. Now cut out part
S3. Cut through the short sides of the yellow rectangle on
S3 (a hobby knife will work better than scissors here). Turn
S3 over and glue it on the other side of S2. Now bend over
the twelve flaps of S3 and glue them on top of S1. Cut out
S4, fold and glue it in to shape, and then glue it onto the
pizza. While doing this, insert the rectangular flaps into the
cut through sides of the yellow rectangle.

Can section:
Start with C1. Of all four the yellow rectangles the short
sides should be cut through. Shape C1 into a cylinder and
glue. Cut out C2, glue it into the shape of the bottom of a
cone and glue it on the side of C1 with the largest yellow
rectangle. For the best result, align the seams. Cut out C3
and glue it onto C2, the black circle being aligned with the
bulge of the Sev logo. Cut out C4 and shape it like C2. C5
will form the bottom part of a cone as well, but inside out.
Glue it as such and then glue it onto C4 to form a circle
like ridge. Cut out C6 and glue it onto C5. Now glue part

C4/5/6 onto C1, aligning the seams. Cut out C7 and glue
it onto C3, the little circle placed at the center and the open
part pointed away from the black circle.

The saucer section can now be glued onto the can, again
with the rectangular flaps going into the slots.

Nacelle Left:
Cut out NL1 and cut through the short sides of the yellow
rectangle. Roll NL1 into a cylinder and glue. Glue both
ends closed. Cut out NL2 and fold and glue it into shape.
Use it to connect the cigarette to the can. NL2 is designed
to lift the nacelle slightly upwards instead standing straight
from the center of the can. If you connect NL2 the wrong
way though, the nacelle will be tilted downward, so make
sure you glue it the right way. Also, again the rectangular
flaps go into the slots.

Nacelle Right:
This nacelle is put together just like the left one, but mir-
rored of course.

If you have any questions about putting the model together,
or just comments about the model in itself, please e-mail
me at edejong@stones.com  or visit the Sev Trek web site at
http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.htm
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